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Abstract

Low-light image enhancement plays very important roles

in low-level vision areas. Recent works have built a great

deal of deep learning models to address this task. Howev-

er, these approaches mostly rely on significant architecture

engineering and suffer from high computational burden.

In this paper, we propose a new method, named Retinex-

inspired Unrolling with Architecture Search (RUAS), to con-

struct lightweight yet effective enhancement network for

low-light images in real-world scenario. Specifically, build-

ing upon Retinex rule, RUAS first establishes models to

characterize the intrinsic underexposed structure of low-

light images and unroll their optimization processes to con-

struct our holistic propagation structure. Then by design-

ing a cooperative reference-free learning strategy to dis-

cover low-light prior architectures from a compact search

space, RUAS is able to obtain a top-performing image en-

hancement network, which is with fast speed and requires

few computational resources. Extensive experiments veri-

fy the superiority of our RUAS framework against recent-

ly proposed state-of-the-art methods. The project page is

available at http://dutmedia.org/RUAS/.

1. Introduction

High quality images are critical to a large amount of

computer vision and machine learning applications, such as

object detection [18], tracking [19], and segmentation [42],

just name a few. Unfortunately, images captured in low-

light environments usually suffer multiple degradations, in-

cluding but not limited to poor visibility, low contrast and

unexpected noise. Therefore, it is necessary to enhance

low-light images before further processing and analysis. In-

deed, Low-light Image Enhancement (LIE) techniques have
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Figure 1. Averaged quantitative performance (PSNR) vs model

size (a), FLOPs (b) on LOL dataset [2]. We plot results of our

methods (i.e, RUASi and RUASi+n) and some recently proposed

state-of-the-art CNN-based approaches, including MBLLEN [23],

GLADNet [36], RetinexNet [2], EnGAN [12], SSIENet [48],

KinD [49], ZeroDCE [8], FIDE [37], and DRBN [40]. Here a

log scale is used on the x-axis for illustration.

gained a lot of traction recently and generally fall into two

major categories: classical and deep learning methods.

In the past decades, classical LIE methods often per-

form histogram equalization [28, 4, 43] or gamma correc-

tion [11, 29, 35] to enhance low-light images. There are

also various classical methods consider Retinex theory [26]

and introduce different prior regularized optimization mod-

els to characterize the structures of the illumination and re-

flectance image layers [6, 9, 13, 46, 20]. However, these

hand-crafted constraints/priors are not adaptive enough and

their results may present intensive noises and/or suffer from

over- and under- enhancement.

In recent years, great progress has been made on design-

ing CNN-based models for LIE problems. Among these

well-known approaches, most CNN-based solutions rely on

paired data for supervised training [2, 49, 21, 37]. In ad-

dition, dozens of methods also train their networks with-

out paired supervision [40, 12, 8]. However, the perfor-

mances of these deep learning methods heavily rely on

their elaborately designed architectures and carefully select-

ed paired/unpaired training data. Moreover, most of these
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existing CNN-based methods tend to obtain unsatisfactory

visual results in the face of various light intensities and in-

tensive noises under the real-world scenario. The main rea-

son is that these relevant approaches lack of physical con-

straints in principle, which makes it difficult to capture the

inherent weak light image structure.

To partially address the above issues, we propose a

principled framework to construct enhancement network-

s by infusing knowledge of low-light images and searching

lightweight prior architectures, named Retinex-inspired Un-

rolling with Architecture Search (RUAS). More concretely,

taking Retinex rule into consideration, we first design opti-

mization models to exploit the latent structures of the low-

light image in the real-world noisy scenario. Then by un-

rolling the corresponding optimization processes, we estab-

lish the holistic propagation structure of our enhancement

network. Finally, we provide a reference-free bilevel learn-

ing strategy to cooperatively search prior architectures for

the illumination map and desired image. Our contributions

can be summarized as follows:

• In contrast to existing CNN-based LIE methods requir-

ing substantial efforts to heuristically design the w-

hole neural network, RUAS first provides a principled

manner to build our fundamental network structure and

then automatically discover the embedded atomic prior

architectures.

• We develop a cooperative bilevel search strategy for

RUAS, which is able to simultaneously discover archi-

tectures from a compact search space for both illumi-

nation estimation and noise removal. Furthermore, our

strategy does not require any paired/unpaired supervi-

sions during the whole search process.

• RUAS offers flexibility in searching prior architectures

for different kinds of low-light scenarios. Extensive

experiments also show that our established enhance-

ment networks are memory and computation efficient,

and can perform favorably against state-of-the-art ap-

proaches (see Fig. 1).

2. Related Work

2.1. CNNs for Lowlight Image Enhancement

In recent years, with the development of deep learning,

the problem of LIE has achieved a significant performance

boost. Actually, there has been a great deal of interest in

CNN architectures designed for solving the LIE problem.

For example, LLNet [22] utilized a variant of the stacked

sparse denoising autoencoder to brighten the low-light im-

ages. EnGAN [12] designed an attention module on U-

Net [27] and can be trained with only low/normal-light im-

ages (unnecessarily paired). The paper in [37] develope-

d a frequency-based decomposition-and-enhancement net-

work based on the attention to context encoding module.

RetinexNet [2] combined the Retinex theory with CNNs to

estimate the illumination map and enhance the low-light

images. KinD [49] designed a similar network but con-

nected the feature-level illumination and reflectance in the

decomposition step. Wang et al. [34] designed an image-

to-illumination network architecture based on the bilateral

learning framework. Zhang et al. [48] established a self-

supervised CNN to simultaneously output the illumination

and reflectance. The work in [8] proposed a zero-reference

curve estimation CNN to address the LIE task. A recursive

band network was proposed in [40] and trained by a semi-

supervised strategy. Nonetheless, discovering state-of-the-

art neural network architectures requires substantial efforts.

2.2. Neural Architecture Search (NAS)

In past years, NAS has attracted increasing attention due

to the potential of finding effective and/or efficient archi-

tectures that outperform human expertise. Early attempt-

s [50, 30] use evolutionary algorithms to optimize archi-

tectures and parameters of the networks. Another group

of approaches [3, 31] employ reinforcement learning tech-

niques to train a meta-controller to generate potential ar-

chitectures. However, these two kinds of methods require

a large amount of computations, resulting in inefficien-

t search strategies. Recently, differentiable search method-

s [16, 39, 32] formulated the super-network into a differ-

entiable form with respect to a set of architectural parame-

ters, so that they can be optimized by gradient descent and

the search cost can be reduced to several hours. The above

search algorithms have achieved highly competitive perfor-

mance in various high-level vision tasks, including classifi-

cation [39], detection [33], and segmentation. Very recently,

NAS algorithms [24, 44, 14] have also been applied to low-

level vision problems, such as image denoising, restoration,

and deraining, etc. Unfortunately, existing NAS strategies

are fully data-driven, thus require a large number of well-

prepared paired training data, which is generally impracti-

cal for the LIE problem. Furthermore, due to the lack of

principled prior knowledge, architectures searched with the

aforementioned methods are still not suitable to exploit the

complex statistics of low-light images.

3. The Proposed Method

We first establish the enhancement network by unrolling

the optimization process of Retinex-inspired models. Then

we introduce a distillation cell based search space for the

prior modules. Finally, a cooperative bilevel search strategy

is proposed to discover desired architectures for illumina-

tion estimation and noise removal.
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Figure 2. Illustrations of the fundamental components for RUAS. On the top row, we plot the diagrams of IEM (a) and NRM (b). On the

bottom row, we show the warm-start operation (c), the search space for CIEM and CNRM (d) and two element-wise operations (e).

3.1. RetinexInspired Optimization Unrolling

Our RUAS enhancement network is built upon the fol-

lowing simple Retinex rule y = x ⊗ t, where y and x are

the captured underexposed observation and the desired re-

covery, respectively. Furthermore, t denotes the illumina-

tion map and the operator ⊗ represents the element-wise

multiplication. As shown in Fig. 2 (a) and (b), Illumina-

tion Estimation Module (IEM) is devised to estimate the

illumination map t and Noise Removal Module (NRM) is

designed to suppress noise in some challenging low-light

scenario. We next detail these two key components.

3.1.1 Illumination Estimation Module (IEM)

Define an intermediate image u. At k-th stage of IEM, we

first propose the following strategy to estimate an initial il-

lumination map t̂k, i.e., t̂k = S(uk) with

S(uk) :=

{

maxc∈Ω(z) y(c), k = 0,
maxc∈Ω(z) uk(c)− γrk, k ≥ 1.

(1)

Here uk is obtained by uk = y ⊘ tk, where tk is the esti-

mated illumination map in the last stage and ⊘ denotes the

element-wise division. Furthermore, Ω(z) is a region cen-

tered at pixel z and c is the location index within this region

(for three color channels). The principle behind this term

is that the illumination is at least the maximal value of a

certain location and can be used to handle non-uniform il-

luminations. As for the residual rk = uk − y (with penalty

parameter 0 < γ ≤ 1), we actually introduce this term to

adaptively suppress some overexposed pixels for t̂k during

the propagation.

With the illumination warm-start t̂k, we further refine t

by solving the following model inspired by the work in [9]:

mint
1
2‖t− t̂k‖

2+φ(t),where φ(·) represents a regulariza-

tion term of t. Different from classical iterative optimiza-

tion methods, which interact with the prior term directly, we

just write a schematic gradient descent scheme1

tk+1 = t̂k − ∂tφ(tk), (2)

and parameterize ∂tφ(tk) by a CNN architecture CIEM(tk).
By performing K stages of the above calculations, we can

obtain uK = y ⊘ tK as the output of IEM. Indeed, the

choice of parameterizing each iteration as a separate CN-

N offers tremendous flexibility. We will demonstrate how

to discover proper architectures for the above optimization

process at the end of this section.

3.1.2 Noise Removal Module (NRM)

It has been recognized that intensive noise in underexposed

images cannot be simply removed by pre-/post-processing

with existing denoising methods. Therefore, we intend to

introduce another optimization unrolling module (NRM) to

suppress noises in real-world low-light scenarios. Similar to

IEM, we define a regularized model: minx
1
2‖x− uK‖

2 +
ψ(x), where ψ denotes the prior regularization on x. By

adopting the same unrolling strategy used in IEM, we can

update our desired image x by

xn+1 = uK − ∂xψ(xn). (3)

Here we write CNRM(xn) as the parameterization (i.e., CNN

architecture) of ∂xψ(xn) and denote the output of NRM

(with N stages) as xN in parallel.

3.2. Cooperative Architecture Search

In this part, we present a new search strategy to cooper-

atively discover architectures for both IEM and NRM.

3.2.1 Compact Search Space for Low-light Priors

We start with defining the search space for low-light prior

modules (CIEM and CNRM). By employing feature distillation

1Please notice that here we just skip the learning rate (i.e., set it as 1).
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techniques [17], we define our search space as a distillation

cell, which is a directed acyclic graph with five nodes and

each node connects to the next and the last nodes (see Fig. 2

(d)). In fact, each node in the cell is a latent representation

and each direct edge is associated with some operation. The

connection to the last node just realizes the feature infor-

mation distillation. The candidate operations include 1×1

and 3×3 Convolution (1-C and 3-C), 1×1 and 3×3 Resid-

ual Convolution (1-RC and 3-RC), 3×3 Dilation Convolu-

tion with dilation rate of 2 (3-2-DC), 3×3 Residual Dilation

Convolution with dilation rate of 2 (3-2-RDC), and Skip

Connection (SC). By adopting the continuous relaxation

technique used in differentiable NAS literature [16, 39, 15],

we introduce the vectorized form α = {αt,αn} to en-

code architectures in our search space (denoted as A) for

CIEM and CNRM, respectively. Denote by ω = {ωt,ωn} the

weight parameters associated with the architecture α. Then

the search task reduces to jointly learn α and ω within all

the mixed operations.

3.2.2 Differentiable Search with Cooperation

The above search space can make our entire framework d-

ifferentiable to both layer weights ω and hyper-parameters

α, so that the most straightforward idea is to apply gradient-

based NAS approaches for our problem. However, these

classical methods can only learn ω and α in an end-to-

end fashion, which completely ignore the important light

enhancement factors (e.g., illuminations and noises). Our

main idea to address this issue is to discover architectures

that can properly reveal low-light prior information for un-

derexposed images in real-world noisy scenarios. This is

achieved by searching architectures for IEM and NRM by

cooperation. Specifically, we formulate the search process

of these two modules as a cooperative game and aim to

solve the following model for αt (IEM) and αn (NRM):

min
αn∈A

{

min
αt∈A

Lval(αt,αn;ω
∗
t
,ω∗

n
)

}

. (4)

We denote Lval as a cooperative loss on the validation

dataset, i.e.,

Lval := L
t

val
(αt;ω

∗
t
) + βLn

val
(αn(αt);ω

∗
n
), (5)

where Lt
val

and Ln
val

respectively denote the losses on IEM

and NRM and β ≥ 0 is a trade-off parameter. Since NR-

M is defined based on the output of IRM (see Fig. 2), here

we should also consider αt as parameters of αn in Ln
val

.

In fact, by analogy with the generative adversarial learning

task [7], it should be understood that the optimization prob-

lem in Eq. (4) actually considers a cooperative (“min-min”),

rather than an adversarial (“min-max”) objective.

As for ω∗
t

(and ω
∗
n
), we assume that they are only asso-

ciated with the architecture αt (and αn). That is, they can

Algorithm 1 Cooperative Architecture Search Strategy

Input: The search space A, the training and validation

datasets Dtr and Dval and necessary parameters.

Output: The searched architecture of RUAS.

1: Initialize α = {αt,αn} and ω = {ωt,ωn}.
2: while not converged do

3: // Update αt and ωt for IEM.

4: while not converged do

5: α
†
t ← αt − ∇αt

Lt
val

(αt;ωt − ∇ωt
Lt
tr
) −

β∇αt
Ln
val

(αn(αt);ωn).

6: ω
†
t ← ωt −∇ωt

Lt
tr
(ωt;α

†
t).

7: end while

8: // Update αn and ωn for NRM.

9: while not converged do

10: α
†
n
← αn −∇αn

Ln
val

(αn(α
†
t);ωn −∇ωn

Ln
tr
).

11: ω
†
n
← ωn −∇ωn

Ln
tr
(ωn;α

†
n
).

12: end while

13: end while

14: return Architecture derived based on α
∗
t

and α
∗
n
.

be obtained by minimizing the following models

{

ω
∗
t
= argmin

ωt

Lt
tr
(ωt;αt),

ω
∗
n
= argmin

ωn

Ln
tr
(ωn;αn),

(6)

where Lt
tr

and Ln
tr

are the training losses for IEM and NR-

M, respectively.

Therefore, our search strategy implies a bilevel optimiza-

tion problem with Eq. (4) and Eq. (6) as the upper-level

and lower-level subproblems, respectively. Moreover, the

upper-level subproblem in Eq. (4) should be further sepa-

rated into two cooperative tasks during the search process.

3.2.3 Reference-free Bilevel Learning

We first specify our training and validation objectives

based on a series of reference-free losses. Specifical-

ly, for IEM, we define a loss 1
2‖netαt,ωt

(y) − t̂0)‖
2 +

ηtRTV(netαt,ωt
(y)) on the training and validation dataset

as Lt
tr

and Lt
val

, respectively. Here the first term is the

fidelity and RTV(·) denotes the relative total variation ter-

m [38] (with a parameter ηt > 0). In fact, this loss en-

courages IEM to output illuminations that can simultane-

ously preserve the overall structure and smooth the tex-

tural details. As for NRM, we introduce a similar loss
1
2‖netαn,ωn

(uK)−uK‖
2+ηnTV(netαn,ωn

(uK)) to define

Ln
tr

and Ln
val

, in which we utilize standard total variation

TV(·) as our regularization [25] (with a parameter ηn > 0).

Then Alg. 1 summarizes the overall search process2. It

can be seen that IEM and NRM are searched alternative-

2Here we skip some regular numerical parameters (e.g., initialization,

learning rate and stopping criterion) to simplify our notations.
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Table 1. Quantitative results (PSNR, SSIM, LPIPS) of state-of-the-art methods and ours on the MIT-Adobe 5K and LOL datasets. The best

result is in red whereas the second best one is in blue.

Datasets Metrics LIME SDD MBLLEN GALDNet RetinexNet EnGAN SSIENet KinD DeepUPE ZeroDCE FIDE DRBN Ours

MIT

PSNR 17.788 17.617 15.587 16.728 12.685 15.014 10.324 17.169 18.779 16.463 17.170 15.954 20.830

SSIM 0.826 0.792 0.713 0.764 0.644 0.768 0.620 0.696 0.822 0.764 0.696 0.704 0.854

LPIPS 0.162 0.628 0.307 0.693 0.338 0.209 0.323 0.229 0.183 0.193 0.324 0.292 0.141

LOL

PSNR 14.916 15.484 13.931 16.188 13.096 15.644 14.176 14.616 13.041 15.512 16.718 15.324 18.226

SSIM 0.516 0.578 0.489 0.605 0.429 0.578 0.534 0.636 0.483 0.553 0.673 0.699 0.717

LPIPS 0.746 0.206 0.697 0.205 0.864 0.647 0.675 0.463 0.677 0.718 0.510 0.362 0.354

Input RetinexNet KinD DeepUPE ZeroDCE FIDE DRBN Ours

Figure 3. Visual results of state-of-the-art methods and ours on the DarkFace dataset. Red boxes indicate the obvious differences.

ly and simultaneously. That is, we update αt (with the

current αn) for IEM (Steps 4-7) and update αn (based on

the updated αt) for NRM (Steps 9-12). As for each mod-

ule, we just adopt the widely used one-step finite difference

technique [5] to approximately calculate gradients for the

upper-level variables (Steps 5 and 10).

4. Experimental Results

4.1. Implementation Details

We sampled 500 low-light images randomly from the

MIT-Adobe 5K [1] for searching and training, and sampled

100 image pairs for testing. As for the LOL Dataset [2], 100

image pairs were randomly sampled for evaluating and the

remaining 689 pairs for searching and training. We adopt-

ed PSNR, SSIM and LPIPS [47] as our evaluated metrics.

We also evaluated visual performance in the DarkFace [41]

and ExtremelyDarkFace (used as the sub-challenge in the

CVPR 2020 UG2+Challenge3) datasets. All the experi-

ments are performed on a PC with a single TITAN X GPU.

3http://cvpr2020.ug2challenge.org

In the prior architecture search phase, we consider the

same search space (with 3 fundamental cell structures) for

IEM and NRM, but define their cells with different chan-

nel widths (i.e., 3 for IEM and 6 for NRM). The gradients

of the architecture and weight parameters are computed fol-

lowing standard differential NAS techniques [16]. As for

the numerical parameters, we set the maximum epoch as

20, the batch size as 1, and chose the initial learning rate as

3×10−4. The momentum parameter was randomly sampled

from (0.5, 0.999) and the weight decay was set as 10−3. As

for the training phase (with searched architecture), we use

the same training losses as that in the search phase.

For the search time, our RUAS only spends 5 hours on a

single TITAN X GPU, which is far less than standard NAS

works. Moreover, we only need 3 minutes to train network

parameters for evaluation. It is also faster than most existing

network-based enhancement methods.

4.2. Comparison with Stateofthearts

To prove the effectiveness of the RUAS, we compared

RUAS with twelve recently-proposed state-of-the-art low-

light image enhancement approaches including LIME [9],

510565
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Input RetinexNet EnGAN SSIENet KinD

DeepUPE ZeroDCE FIDE DRBN Ours

Figure 4. Visual results of state-of-the-art methods and ours on the LOL dataset. Red and blue boxes indicate the obvious differences.

Input

RetinexNet

ZeroDCE

EnGAN

FIDE

KinD

DRBN

DeepUPE

Ours

Input

RetinexNet

ZeroDCE

EnGAN

FIDE

KinD

DRBN

DeepUPE

Ours

Figure 5. Visual results of state-of-the-art methods and ours on the ExtremelyDarkFace dataset. Red boxes indicate the obvious differences.

SDD [10], MBLLEN [23], GLADNet [36], RetinexNet [2],

EnGAN [12], SSIENet [48], KinD [49], DeepUPE [34], Ze-

roDCE [8], FIDE [37], and DRBN [40].

Firstly, we evaluated these methods in some simple real-

world scenarios. We reported the quantitative scores on the

MIT-Adobe 5K dataset. As shown in the first three rows in

Table 1, we can easily see that our method received the best

numerical scores. Limited to space, we provided the visual

comparisons on this benchmark in the Supplemental Mate-

rials. Then we evaluated the visual performance in some

challenging real-world scenarios. Fig. 3 demonstrated three

groups of visual comparisons on DarkFace dataset [41]. Al-

though some methods were able to enhance the brightness

successfully, they failed to restore the clear image textures.
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Table 2. The model size, FLOPs and running time (GPU-seconds for inference) of some recently proposed CNN-based methods (with

manually designed architectures) and our searched RUASi and RUASi+n. The FLOPs and running time are reported on the LOL dataset.

The best result is in red whereas the second best one is in blue.

Methods MBLLEN GLADNet RetinexNet EnGAN SSIENet KinD FIDE DRBN RUASi RUASi+n

SIZE (M) 0.450 1.128 0.838 8.636 0.682 8.540 8.621 0.577 0.001 0.003

FLOPs (G) 19.956 252.141 136.015 61.010 34.607 29.130 57.240 37.790 0.281 0.832

TIME (S) 0.077 0.025 0.119 0.010 0.027 0.181 0.594 0.053 0.006 0.016

(a) Input (b) Fix warm-start as t̂0 (c) Update t̂k w/o residual rectification (d) Update t̂k w/ residual rectification

Figure 6. Ablation study of the effect of different warm-start strategies. Subfigures (b)-(d) plot the enhanced results and corresponding

estimated illumination maps for different settings.

PSNR/SSIM 13.013/0.372 19.303/0.806

PSNR/SSIM 10.820/0.350 14.242/0.662

Input RUASi RUASi+n

Figure 7. Ablation study of the contribution of NRM for low-light

images in the noisy scenario. PSNR/SSIM are reported below each

subfigure. Red and blue boxes indicate the obvious differences.

On the contrary, our RUAS can restore the brightness and

the details perfectly at the same time.

Further, we evaluated our RUAS on the LOL dataset

qualitatively and quantitatively, where the LOL dataset con-

tained sensible noises to hinder the enhancement. The last

three rows in Table 1 illustrated the quantitative compar-

isons. Obviously, our RUAS obtained a competitive PSNR,

SSIM and LPIPS scores. As shown in Fig. 4, all com-

pared methods failed to take on vivid and true colors. KinD

and DRBN indeed removed noises but introduced some un-

known artifacts. While our results presented vivid colors

and removed undesired noises. Then some extreme exam-

PS
N

R 
(d

B)

Supern
et 1-C 3-C

1-RC
3-RC

3-2-DC

3-2-RDC
RUAS

Ru
nn

in
g 

Ti
m

e 
(S

)

Supern
et 1-C 3-C

1-RC
3-RC

3-2-DC

3-2-RDC
RUAS

(a) PSNR (b) Running Time (S)

Figure 8. Comparison between naively determined architectures

(with supernet and single type of convolution) and our searched

RUAS on MIT-Adobe 5K dataset. Quantitative results (PSNR)

and running time are plotted for these different architectures.

ples from the ExtremelyDarkFace dataset were showed in

Fig. 5. These advanced deep networks being compared in-

deed improved the lightness, but lots of adverse artifacts

became visible significantly. The recently-proposed meth-

ods, FIDE and DRBN even destroyed the color system, e.g.,

the overcoat should be red. By comparison, our RUAS im-

proved brightness well and had great advantages in both de-

tail restoration and noise removal.

Finally, we verified the memory and computation effi-

ciency of our RUAS. Table 2 compared the model size,

FLOPs, and running time among different state-of-the-art

methods. As can be observed that the FLOPs and running

time were calculated on 100 testing images with the size of

600×400 from the LOL dataset. Fortunately, our method

just needed very small model size, FLOPs, and time. Note

that our RUASt+n is our full version with the noise removal

module. Even though its time consuming was a little higher

than EnGAN, it is because that EnGAN ignored introducing

the explicit noise removal module. In a word, Table 2 can

fully verify the high-efficiency and fast speed of our RUAS.
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4.3. Analysis and Discussions

Firstly, we evaluated the performance brought by three d-

ifferent warm-start strategies including fix warm-start as t̂0,

update t̂k w/o and w/ residual rectification. Fig. 6 provid-

ed the visual comparison of these warm-start strategies in

terms of different components. We can observe that the up-

dating strategy of w/o residual rectification indeed supplied

the positive over-exposure suppression by comparing it with

the naive fix warm-start strategy. Further, by introducing the

mechanism of residual rectification, the result performed a

more comfortable exposure (see the lampshade) than those

by other strategies. In a word, we are able to confirm that

our designed warm-start strategy really suppress the over-

exposure during the propagations.

We then explored the effect of NRM. Fig. 7 provided the

visual comparison on two examples that contained intensive

noises hidden in the dark. After performing RUASi, image

details were enhanced. However, there appeared the visible

noises to harmfully damage the image quality. By intro-

ducing the NRM, our RUASi+n successfully removed the

undesired noises to improve the visual quality and numer-

ical scores. This experiment fully verified the necessity of

introducing NRM in some complex real-world scenarios.

Subsequently, we analyzed the performance using differ-

ent heuristically-designed architectures on the MIT-Adobe

5K dataset. As shown in Fig. 8, even though we adopted the

complex supernet that contained massive parameters, the re-

sults performed the low PSNR and high time-consuming.

As for other heuristically-designed architectures, the per-

formance was also unideal. Briefly, these architectures may

not effective enough. It is because that these architectures

did not integrate the task cues/principles. By comparison,

our searched architecture realized the highest PSNR, with

an additional outcome (i.e., less inference time). In a word,

this experiment indicated the necessity of searching for ar-

chitecture and the superiority of our searched architecture.

Actually, the search strategy is a decisive factor for the

searched architecture. To this end, we made an evaluation

for different search strategies. We considered three search

strategies based on how to search the IEM and NRM. The

separate search strategy is to search these two parts one by

one. That is, when searching the NRM, the searching pro-

cedure of the IEM has ended. The naive joint search is to

view IEM and NRM as part of an entire architecture, and

just need to search for all the architecture once. As shown

in Fig. 9, our strategy is significantly effective according

to the numerical scores compared with others. In addition,

from the searched architecture, we can see that our searched

NRM contained more residual convolution and skip connec-

tion, it is reasonable that this structure had been proved in

some existing denoising works [45]. In other words, our

cooperative search strategy indeed bridges the illumination

estimation and denoising to realize a valuable collaboration.

(a) Separate Search (15.841/0.584)
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(b) Naive Joint Search (14.496/0.543)
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(c) Cooperative Joint Search (18.226/0.717)

Figure 9. Heatmaps of these candidate architectures (i.e., α) in

the last searching epoch. Red boxes indicate our searched archi-

tectures (with the highest score). Since we share cell for all the

stages, thus only one cell is plotted. The left and right columns

are the results of IEM and NRM, respectively. Quantitative results

(PSNR/SSIM) are reported accordingly.

5. Conclusion

In this study, we proposed a new framework to integrate

the principled optimization unrolling technique with a co-

operative prior architecture search strategy for designing ef-

fective yet lightweight low-light enhancement network. We

first established optimization models based on the Retinex

rule to formulate the latent structures of the illumination

map and our desired image. By unrolling the iteration pro-

cess with abstract deep priors, we can obtain the holistic

structure of our enhancement network. Then we developed

a cooperative and reference-free strategy to discover specif-

ic architectures from a compact search space. Our experi-

ments were performed on a series of challenging benchmark

datasets and we derived new state-of-the-art results. In the

future, we will apply our built architecture search based op-

timization unrolling technique for different vision tasks.
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